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Abstract— Wireless sensor networks have been widely used in
many surveillance applications. Due to the importance of sensor
nodes in such applications, certain level of protection need to be
provided to them. In [1], Wang, Zhang and Liu first formally in-
troduced the self protection problem in wireless sensor networks.
A wireless sensor network isp-self-protected, if at any moment,
for any wireless sensor (active or non-active), there are at least
p active sensors that can monitor it. [1] proved that the problem
finding minimum 1-self-protection is NP-complete, and gave a
centralized method with O(log n) approximation ratio. Here n
is the total number of sensors in the network. In this paper, we
further study the p-self-protection for wireless sensor networks
and discuss several aspects that have not been considered or
can not be addressed in [1]. We provide efficient centralized
and distributed algorithms with constant approximation ratio
for minimum p-self-protection problem in sensor networks with
either homogeneous or heterogeneous sensing radius. In addition,
we design efficient distributed algorithms to not only achievep-
self-protection but also maintain the connectivity of all active
sensors. Our simulation confirms the performances of proposed
algorithms.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A sensor network consists of a set of sensor nodes which
spread over a geographical area. These nodes are able to
perform processing as well as sensing and are additionally
capable of communicating with each other. With coordina-
tion among these sensor nodes, the sensor network together
achieves a larger sensing task both in urban environments
and in inhospitable terrain. Due to its wide-range potential
applications such as battlefield, emergency relief, environment
monitoring, surveillance system, and so on, wireless sensor
network (WSN) has recently emerged as a premier research
topic. The sheer numbers of sensors, the limited resources on
each sensor, and the expected dynamics in these environments
present unique challenges in the design of WSNs.

Since wireless sensor network has been used for many
surveillance applications [2], [3] and military applications
operating in hostile environments, it is necessary to provide
certain level of protection or fault tolerance to the senor
network so that it can resist the attacks from outsides. In
WSNs, sensors can be put in non-active status to save energy,
and only active sensors perform the sensing tasks. Obviously,
the denser and more active the sensors are, the better the
protection for the objects or the better fault tolerance for

the network. Many research activities on sensor networks are
focused on how to balance the quality of protection [3]–
[7] or fault-tolerance [8]–[10] or both [11]–[14] with energy
consumption of the sensors.

The previous research on the quality of protection is mainly
focusing on coverage problems of sensor networks which
study how to determine the minimum set of sensors for
covering every location in the target field. Different coverage
models and methods are surveyed by Cardei and Wu [15]. The
coverage problem concentrates on protection of every location
or certain objects in the target field. However, since the
sensors themselves are also important and critical objects in
the network, they also need certain level of coverage and hence
protection. Recently, Wang, Zhang and Liu [1] first formally
introduced another important protection problem, calledself
protection problem, in WSNs. Self protection problem focuses
on using sensor nodes to provide protection to themselves
instead of the objects or the area, so that they can resist the
attacks targeting on them directly. A wireless sensor network
is p-self-protected, if at any moment, for any wireless sensor
(active or non-active), there are at leastp active sensors
that can monitor it. This is also different with fault-tolerance
problem. Since fault-tolerance problem focuses on providing
high connectivity of the network (k-connectivity) instead of
protection, while self protection problem does not care about
connectivity issues.

In [1], Wang, Zhang and Liu proved that finding mini-
mum 1-self-protection is NP-complete by connecting it with
the well-known NP-complete problem, minimum set cover
problem. Then they gave a centralized method with2(1 +
log n) approximation ratio, using approximation algorithm for
minimum dominating set, and two randomized distributed
algorithms for the minimum1-self protection problem. Here
n is the total number of sensors in the sensor network. In
this paper, we further study the minimump-self-protection for
wireless sensor networks which is much more complex than
minimum1-self protection problem. We not only improve the
results in [1] but also discuss several aspects that have not
been considered or can not be addressed in [1]. The main
contributions of this paper are follows: (1) we provide efficient
centralized and distributed algorithms withconstant approxi-
mation ratio for minimump-self-protection problem in sensor



networks when all sensors have the same sensing radius; (2)
we design efficient distributed algorithms to not only achieve
p-self-protection but also maintain the connectivity of all active
sensor nodes; (3) we prove our centralized and distributed
algorithms can also achieveconstant approximation ratio for
sensor networks with heterogeneous sensing radius; (4) our
simulation confirms the performances of proposed algorithms.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-
tion II, we introduce the formal definition of the self-protection
problem and the system model we used. In Section III, we
present our new centralized and distributed algorithms which
can achieve constant approximation ratio for the self protection
problem. In Section IV, we further study how to achieve both
self protection and connectivity. In Section V, we show how
to achieve constant approximation ratio for self protection in
sensor networks with heterogeneous sensing radius. Section VI
discusses some possible improvements and variations of pro-
posed methods. Section VII presents our simulation results and
Section VIII provides an overview of the prior literature related
to protection in sensor networks. Finally, a brief conclusion of
our research work is highlighted in Section IX.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM FORMULATION

System Model:Sensors have size, weight, and cost restric-
tions, which impact resource availability. Thus, sensor nodes
usually have limited battery resources and limited processing
and communication capabilities. Consider a sensor network
consisting of a setV of n wireless sensor nodes distributed
in a two-dimensional plane. Each wireless sensor node has an
omni-directional antenna, so that a single transmission of a
node can be received by all nodes within its vicinity which
is a disk centered at the node. We call the radius of this
disk thetransmission range (or communication range, denoted
by rt) of this sensor node. Two nodes within each other’s
transmission ranges can communicate directly, while two far
away nodes can communicate through multi-hop wireless links
by using intermediate nodes to relay the message. Each sensor
node also has certain sensing or monitoring capabilities. We
assume that a sensor can cover all nodes inside its sensing
area which is defined by the disk centered at the sensor with
radius rs. We call rs sensing range. As in literatures, we
assume that all sensors have the same transmission range and
sensing range. The transmission range and the sensing range
can be equal or not equal to each other. In practice, the sensing
range is usually larger than the transmission range. We also
assume that all wireless sensor nodes have distinctive identities
(denoted by ID hereafter). To save the energy, sensors can be
put into sleep (callednon-active status). A sensor is called
active, if it can carry out protections currently; otherwise it is
called anon-active sensor.

We then formulate the sensor network as a sensing graph
G(V,E) whereV is the set of sensor nodes (both active and
non-active) andE is the set of directed links−→uv between any
two sensoru andv if v is inside the sensing range ofu. We
usen to denote the number of sensors.

The Problem: To formally define theminimum self protec-
tion problem, we need first definep-self-protected:

Definition 1: A wireless sensor network isp-self-
protected, if, for any wireless sensor (active or non-active),
there are at leastp active sensors that can monitor it.

Notice that our definition is slightly different with the one
in [1] where they defined beingp-self-protected only needs
p − 1 active monitoring sensors. In their paper, they focused
on 2-self-protection where each sensor only needsone active
sensor to monitor it, which is called1-self-protection by our
definition in this paper. We will study the more generalp-self-
protection problem.

Definition 2: Minimum p-Self-Protection is a selected
subset (denoted byMSPp) of V to be set as active sensors
such that the sensor network isp-self-protected and the number
of active nodes (|MSPp|) is minimized.

Figure 1 shows examples of the minimump-self-protection.
Five sensorsv1 to v5 form a sensing graph as shown in Fig-
ure 1(a). Subset{v1, v2} achieves minimum1-self-protection
and subset{v1, v2, v5} achieves minimum2-self-protection as
shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Illustrations of minimump-self-protection.

It is proved in [1], by connecting to the minimum set cover
problem, that the minimum1-self protection problem is NP-
complete. Since the minimum1-self protection problem is a
special case of the minimump-self protection problem, this
indicates that the minimump-self protection problem is also
NP-complete.

Notice that the following fact is obvious, since for each
sensor we need at leastp neighbors in the sensing graph to be
the candidates.

Fact 1: The minimum degree of the sensing graph is at least
p is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of
a p-self-protection in sensor networks.

Proof: First of all, if a nodeu does not have at leastp
sensors that can cover it, the sensor network clearly cannot
provide p-protection to nodeu. This shows the necessary
condition forp-self-protection. When every node has at least
p sensors that can sense it, then a trivial solution that activates
all sensors clearly providesp-self-protection to all nodes. This
shows the sufficient condition.

Other Definitions: Two definitions we will use later are
maximum independent set (MIS) andminimum dominating set
(MDS). A subset of vertices in a graphG is an independent
set if for any pair of vertices, there is no edge between them.
It is a maximum independent set if no other independent set
has more vertices. A subsetS of V is adominating set if each
nodeu in V is either inS or is adjacent to some nodev in S.
Nodes fromS are called dominators, while nodes not inS are



called dominatees. Clearly, any maximal independent set is a
dominating set. A dominating set with minimum cardinality
is called minimum dominating set. A subsetC of V is a
connected dominating set (CDS) if C is a dominating set and
C induces a connected subgraph.

III. PROVIDING SELF PROTECTION

In this section, we first give a centralized method to decide
which set of nodes are active to providep-self-protection, and
show that this method can achieve constant approximation
ratio for minimump-self-protection problem. Later, we extend
it to an efficient distributed method.

A. Centralized Method with Constant Approximation Ratio

In [1], Wang, Zhang and Liu gave a centralized method
with 2(1+log n) approximation ratio for the minimum1-self-
projection problem. Basically, they proved that the cost of the
minimum 1-self-projection is at most twice of the cost of the
minimum dominating set. Then, by applying the(1 + log n)
approximation algorithm [16] for minimum dominating set,
they achieved2(1 + log n) approximation. Their method is
not easy to be extended to addressp-self-projection problem.
However, thelog n approximation method for minimump-
self-projection can be directly derived from the approximation
algorithm for set multicover problem [17] where each sensor
need to be coveredp times. In [17], there exists(1 + log n)
approximation algorithm for the set multicover problem.

For minimum1-self-protection, it is also easy to get constant
approximation ratio when sensing radius of all nodes are the
same. This can be done by computing amaximal independent
set (MIS) and then choose one neighbor for each node in the
MIS. All nodes in MIS and their selected neighbors will be set
active. It clearly is1-self-protected since every node outside
MIS is protected by a node in MIS and every node in MIS
is protected by its neighbor selected. Remember, any MIS is
a dominating set. The ratio of this simple method is at most
10 since for each node there are at most5 neighboring nodes
chosen in MIS [21] while there is at least one neighboring node
at the optimal solutionMSP1 for minimum1-self-protection.
Thus, MIS is at most 5 times of the optimal solution. In
addition, we select one node to cover every node in MIS,
thus the total number of nodes selected in this method is at
most10 times of the optimal.

For the generalp-self-protection problem, we describe our
new approximation algorithm as Algorithm 1. Here, the updat-
ing of rank in Step 4 is designed for preventing the selected
MISs in the early rounds to be used again in later rounds
of MISs. Notice that since we assume that each node has
at leastp neighboring nodes, in Step 7 there always exists
a neighboring nodev that is not selected whenu has less
than p neighboring nodes in

⋃p
i=1 Mi. Obviously, the time

complexity of this algorithm isO(n). We now prove that this
algorithm is a10 approximation too.

Theorem 2: The setM by Algorithm 1 is a validp-self-
protection, and has size at most10 times of the optimum
solutionMSPp when sensing radius of all nodes are the same.

Algorithm 1 General Method for Minimump-Self-Protection
1: Assign each nodev a unique rankr(v) ∈ [1, n] and let

k = 1.
2: while k ≤ p do
3: Generate a MISMk based on the rank of all nodes: a

node is selected to the MIS if it has the largest rank
among all its neighboring nodes.

4: Assign a node that is not selected in MIS a rankr(v)+
k×n. For a node that has already been selected to some
MIS, its rank will not change.

5: k = k + 1.
6: end while
7: For each nodeu that is selected inMi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we find

a neighboring nodev if nodeu has less thanp neighboring
nodes in

⋃p
i=1 Mi. We usev to protectu.

8: Let M be the union of allMi and all nodesv that are
used to protect nodes inMi.

Proof: First, the validation of thep-self-protection is
obvious. For every nodeu /∈ ⋃p

i=1 Mi, it is protected by at
leastp MIS nodes since each round of MISMi has one node
protecting it. Notice that during the process, the nodes already
in the MIS selected before willnot be selected to produce new
MIS due to the rank. For all nodeu ∈ ⋃p

i=1 Mi, it has at least
p − 1 protectors from

⋃p
i=1 Mi since it has been protected

by MIS nodes in every round except the round it is selected
as MIS. If u has onlyp − 1 neighbor nodes in

⋃p
i=1 Mi, the

algorithm will add one node in Step 7 to protectu. Thus all
nodes are perfectly protected by at leastp active sensor nodes.

Then, we prove the approximation ratio. Remember that
for each node there are at most5 neighboring nodes chosen in
each round MISMi, thus for each node, there are at most5 ·p
nodes selected in

⋃p
i=1 Mi. For the optimal solutionMSPp of

the minimump-self-protection, there is at leastp neighboring
nodes active for protection. Thus, the selected MIS nodes in⋃p

i=1 Mi is at most5 times of the optimal solutionMSPp.
Plus the one additional node added in Step 7 for each MIS
node withp−1 protectors, the total number of nodes selected
by this method is at most10 times of the optimal.

B. Distributed Method with Constant Approximation Ratio

Centralized solution is good for sensor networks with cen-
tralized control center. However, in many applications, there is
no centralized control and all sensors are self-organized. Thus,
each sensor needs to make decisions based on limited infor-
mation. For this kind of large self-organized sensor networks,
it is preferred to design simple distributed method to address
the self protection problem.

Our distributed algorithm (See Algorithm 2) is extended
from the centralized one (Algorithm 1). We assume each node
u maintains the following information of itself and its direct
neighborsN(u) in sensing graph:

• ID(v), the distinctive ID of nodev
• p(v), the protection level of nodev shows nodev is

already covered byp(v) sensors in MIS.



• k(v), the round counter of nodev indicates nodev is in
which round of MIS construction (i.e. indexi in Mi).

• s(v), the status of nodev shows the current role of node
v, which could be one ofUndecided, Mi, Active, and
Nonactive. The union of all nodes markedActive in the
end of the execution of Algorithm 2 are the protection set,
again denoted byM .

We also use three kinds of messages to exchange the necessary
information among neighbors:

• Protect(x,y), nodex uses this message to tell its neigh-
bors that it becomes a MIS iny-th round (i.e., inMy)
and will provide protection of them. It is also used by
the nodes selected to protect those MIS nodes with less
thanp-protection in the end ofp rounds, such nodex will
sendProtect(x,-1) to all its neighbors to claim protection
of them.

• ReqProtection(x,y), those MIS nodesx with less than
p-protection in the end ofp rounds will select a neighbor
y to provide protection to itself, and send this message
to y.

• Notice(x,y), node x uses this message to tell all its
neighbors that there is an update happened at nodex.
Update eventy can beK++, Active andNonactive. If
y =K++, it meansk(x) increases by one, otherwise it
means the status of nodex changed toy.

The basic idea of the distributed algorithm is as follows.
Initially, all nodes are in the first round and inUndecided
status. Since each nodeu has the information of its neighbors,
it knows which round they are performing. Assume nodeu is
in round r. If node u has the largest ID among all non-MIS
nodes in the same round withu, it will become a node inMr,
send messageProtect(u,r) to its neighbor, and enter round
r+1. All its neighbors received theProtect message will also
enter roundr + 1. Until nodeu and all its neighbors finishp
rounds (i.e.,k(u) = p+1 andk(v) = p+1 for all v ∈ N(u)),
nodeu can begin making decision whether should be mark
active or non-active. Nodes in

⋃p
i=1 Mi will be markedactive

while nodes withUndecided becomenon-active. But for those
MIS nodes with less thanp-protection in the end ofp rounds,
each of them will randomly select a non-active node to protect
itself and send messageReqProtection to notice that node.
When the node receives thisReqProtection, it will become
active and also notice its neighbors.

It is easy to prove the following theorem regarding the
performance of this distributed algorithm. The proof is similar
to the centralized one, thus we omit it here.

Theorem 3: The setM by Algorithm 2 is a validp-self-
protection, and has size at most10 times of the optimum
solutionMSPp when sensing radius of all nodes are the same.

Theorem 4: The message complexity of this distributed
algorithm isO(n).

Proof: We count the messages by different types: (1)
messagesProtect are only sent once by each nodes inM ,
thus there is at mostn such messages; (2) the number of
messagesReqProtection is also limited by n since only

Algorithm 2 Distributed Algorithm for Minimum p-Self-
Protection at nodeu

1: Initialization: let protection levelp(u) = 0, statuss(u) =
Undecided, roundk(u) = 1.
{Line 2-8: if nodeu is ready to become a MIS}

2: if s(u) = Undecided then
3: if there exists somev ∈ N(u) that k(u) = k(v) and

ID(u) > ID(v) for all suchv then
4: u becomes a MIS inMk(u), i.e., s(u) = Mk(u)

5: u sends messageProtect(u,k(u))
6: k(u) = k(u) + 1
7: end if
8: end if

{Line 9-21: if nodeu has finishedp-rounds}
9: if k(u) = p + 1 andk(v) = p + 1 for all v ∈ N(u) then

10: if s(u) = Mi that i ∈ [1, p] then
11: if p(u) < p then
12: randomly select one neighborv whose status

s(v) = Nonactive.
13: send messageReqProtection(u,v) to v
14: end if
15: s(u) = Active
16: send messageNotice(u,Active)
17: else if s(u) = Undecided then
18: s(u) = Nonactive
19: send messageNotice(u,Nonactive)
20: end if
21: end if

{Line 22-33: nodeu is noticed being protected}
22: if receive messageProtect(x,y) then
23: p(u) = p(u) + 1
24: if k(u) = y then
25: k(u) = k(u) + 1
26: send messageNotice(u,K++)
27: end if
28: if y = −1 then
29: update the local copy ofs(x) = Active
30: else
31: update the local copy ofs(x) = My andk(x) = y+1
32: end if
33: end if

{Line 34-39: nodeu is asked to protect nodex}
34: if receive messageReqProtection(x,y) then
35: if u = y then
36: s(u) = Active
37: u send messageProtect(u,-1)
38: end if
39: end if

{Line 40-46: update the information from nodex}
40: if receive messageNotice(x,y) then
41: if y =K++ then
42: update the local copy ofk(x) = k(x) + 1
43: else
44: update the local copy ofs(x) = y
45: end if
46: end if



those MIS nodes with less thanp-protection in the end of
p rounds use them; (3) messagesNotice(u,K++) can be sent
at mostpn times sincek(u) is updated at mostp times for
each node; (4) the number of messagesNotice(u,Active) and
Notice(u,Nonactive) is at mostn since each node sends once
in the end ofp rounds. Thus, the total number of messages
used by this algorithm is bounded byO(n).

IV. SELF-PROTECTION AND CONNECTIVITY

So far, we concentrate on how to select a subset of sensors to
be active such that the network isp-self-protection. However,
in reality, it is also important that these active sensors are
connected so that they can communicate with each other or
they can report the centralized control center when attacks
happen. Therefore, in this section, we study how to select a
subset of sensors to be active such that all active sensors form
a connected network topology providingp-self-protection.
Notice that talking about network connectivity we need to
consider the transmission range of each node. Here, we assume
that the transmission range is equal to the sensing range.

Efficient distributed algorithms for constructing connected
dominating sets to form a virtual backbone were well studied
[18]–[20]. A subsetC of V is a connected dominating set
(CDS) if C is a dominating set andC induces a connected
subgraph. Consequently, the nodes inC can communicate
with each other without using nodes inV − C. A connected
dominating set with minimum cardinality is theminimum
connected dominating set (MCDS). Finding the MCDS is NP-
complete, but a constant approximation ratio can be easily
achieved when the underlying graph is a unit disk graph, i.e.,
all sensors have the same transmission ranges. One efficient
way [21] to build connected dominating set is first selecting
a maximal independent set (which is also a dominating set),
then for each MIS node finding someconnectors (or called
gateways) to connect them into a backbone.

To achieve both connectivity andp-self-protection, we can
applying the algorithm finding connectors for MIS in [21] on
the first round MISM1 generated in Algorithm 2, so that these
connectors can connectM1 into a CDS. In the end of the
algorithm, we will also set these connectorsactive, i.e., they
also belong to the final setM . Notice that [21] proved that
the total number of connectors introduced is at most constant
factor of the number of MIS nodes. Thus, the approximation
ratio of M for MSP is still a constant. Due to space limit, we
do not review the detail algorithm for finding the connectors.
The reader can find it in [21] (as Algorithm 1 there).

Generally, we would like design a method to find a set
of active sensors that can provide bothp-self-protection and
k-connectivity backbone for routing such that the size of
the set is within a constant factor of the optimum. In the
remainder of this section, we provide a general theorem about
a general method that can achieve bothp-self-protection and
k-connectivity simultaneously. Our general method will first
apply the best method (say with approximation ratioα1) to
find a backboneB that is k-connected, and apply the best
method (say with approximation ratioα2) to find a setP of

active sensors that formp-self-protection. We then returnB+P
as the solution.

Theorem 5: The size of the set of sensorsB+P is within a
factorα1 +α2 times of the optimum set of active sensors that
can providep-self-protection and ak-connected backbone.

Proof: Since the optimum solutionOPT providesp-self-
protection, we have the size|P| ≤ α2|OPT |. Since OPT
also provides a backbone (not necessarily itself) that isk-
connected, we have|B| ≤ α1|OPT |. This finishes the proof
due to|B| + |P| ≤ (α1 + α2)|OPT |.

V. SELF-PROTECTION FORSENSORNETWORKS WITH

HETEROGENEOUSSENSING RADIUS

In previous section, we assume that all sensors in the
network have the same sensing radius. In this section, we
will consider the sensor networks where the sensing radius of
all nodes are heterogeneous and show our algorithms (Algo-
rithm 1 and Algorithm 2) still achieve constant approximation
ratios for such networks. Let each sensoru has the sensing
rangers(u) ∈ [Rmin, Rmax]. Here Rmax and Rmin are the
maximum and the minimum sensing ranges in the network
respectively. Letγ = Rmax/Rmin.

Theorem 6: The protection setM generated by Algorithm 1
or Algorithm 2 has size at most12 · (3�log2 γ� + 2) times of
the optimum solutionMSPp when sensing radius of all nodes
are heterogeneous and belong to[Rmin, Rmax].

Proof: Remember for homogeneous case we prove the
approximation ratio by showing that for each node there are
at most5 neighboring nodes chosen in each round MISMi.
Here, we will show that for each node, there are at most6 ·
(3�log2 γ� + 2) nodes selected in each round MISMi. Since
in each roundMi is an independent set, we only need to show
that the number of independent neighbors for every node is
bounded by6 · (3�log2 γ�+2). The proof is based on a novel
space partition method (Method 1) introduced in [22]. For a
nodev, Method 1 divides its sensing area into a constant set
of regions. As shown in Figure 2(b), obviously, the number
of triangle regions in each cone is3h − 2, whereh = 1 +
�log2 γ� (2h−2 < γ ≤ 2h−1). Plus the cap region, the number
of regions in each cone is at most(3�log2 γ� + 2). Since we
divide sensing range into six cones, the total number of regions
is at most6·(3�log2 γ�+2). Lemma 7 (also Lemma 7 in [22])
shows any two nodes in a same region are connected to each
other. Thus, any independent set inv’s neighborhood has at
most6 · (3�log2 γ� + 2) nodes.

We proved that, for each node, there are at most6 ·
(3�log2 γ� + 2) nodes selected in each round MISMi gener-
ated by our algorithms. Thus for each node there are at most
6p·(3�log2 γ�+2) nodes selected in

⋃p
i=1 Mi. For the optimal

solution MSPp for the minimump-self-protection, there is
at leastp neighboring nodes active for protection. Thus, the
selected MIS nodes in

⋃p
i=1 Mi is at most6 · (3�log2 γ�+ 2)

times of the optimal solution. Plus the one additional node
added in the end ofp rounds of MIS for each MIS node with
p − 1 protectors, the total number of nodes inM selected



by our methods is at most12 · (3�log2 γ� + 2) times of the
optimal.

Notice that actually we can improve the performance bound
to 12 · (3�log2 γ′� + 2) whereγ′ = maxuv∈E

rs(u)
rs(v) .
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Fig. 2. Novel partition of the sensing area of nodev: (a) dividing the sensing
area to six cones; (b) further space partition in each cone.

Method 1: Partition Sensing Ranges
1: Each nodev divides its sensing area into six equal cones

as shown in Figure 2(a).
2: Then nodev divides each cone centered atv into a limited

number of triangles and caps, as illustrated by Figure 2(b),
where‖vai‖ = ‖vbi‖ = 1

2h−i rv andci is the mid-point of
the segmentaibi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. Here,h = 1 + �log2 γ�.

3: The triangles �va1b1, �aibici+1, �aiai+1ci+1,
�bibi+1ci+1, for 1 ≤ i ≤ h − 1, and the cap̂anbn form
the final space partition of each cone. For simplicity, we
call such a triangle or the cap as aregion.

Lemma 7: [22] Any two nodesu,w that co-exist in any one
of the generated regions are directly connected, i.e.,‖uw‖ <
min(rs(u), rs(w)).

VI. D ISCUSSIONS

A. Further Improvements

In this subsection, we discuss several techniques that may
improve the performance of our proposed algorithms.

A possible more efficient method could be as follows.
Notice that the purpose of selecting MIS is to provide certain
protections to nodes that are not selected into MIS. However,
this may not be necessary after some rounds for some nodes
when it already hasp protections from selected active nodes.
For example, by just one round MIS, it is possible that some
node may already have upto5 active sensors selected in the
MIS. Thus, for each nodeu, we again usep(u) to denote the
protection level (i.e., the number of active sensors that can
sense this node) that it already has achieved via previously
activated sensors from MISs. Then we have the following
modified method (Algorithm 3).

Another possible improvement is that instead of random
selection of a sensor to cover each active sensor in MIS, we
can use a smarter method to select the nodes to protect the
MIS nodes with less thanp protectors in the last steps of our
algorithms. Notice that the problem of adding protection to
these MIS nodes is a set cover problem: each node in MISs
(that has less thanp-protections) is an element and each non-
MIS node defines a set whose elements are all adjacent MIS
nodes (with less thanp-protections). To minimize the number

Algorithm 3 Modified Method for Minimump-Self-Protection
1: Assign each nodev a unique rankr(v) ∈ [1, n] and let

k = 1. And assignp(v) = 0 for every nodev.
2: while exist nodeu with p(u) < p do
3: Let Vk be the set of nodes withp(v) < p, i.e., nodes

in Vk needs additional protections. LetUk be the set
of nodes that either is inVk or that can sense a node
from Vk, i.e., Uk is the set of nodes that can provide
protections to nodes inVk.

4: Generate a MISMk based on the rank of all nodes in
Uk: a node fromUk is selected to the MIS if it has the
largest rank among all its neighboring nodes fromVk

and it is not marked. Mark all nodes inMk.
5: Assign every node that is not selected in MIS a rank

r(v) + k · n. For a node that has already been selected
to some MIS, its rank will not change.

6: Update the protectionp(v) for every nodev in Vk as
p(v) = p(v)+number of neighboring nodes inMk.

7: k = k + 1.
8: end while
9: For each nodeu that is selected inMi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, we find

a neighboring nodev if nodeu has less thanp neighboring
nodes in

⋃p
i=1 Mi. We usev to protectu.

10: Let M be the union of allMi and all nodesv that are
used to protect nodes inMi.

of selected nodes in this step, we can apply the approximation
algorithm for minimum set cover problem, which has several
methods with approximation ratioO(log d) [23], whered is
the maximum set size. Notice that for any node, there is only
at most5 neighboring MIS node,i.e., d ≤ 5 for one single
round MIS. Since we may have at mostp rounds of MISs at
the last step of our method, we haved ≤ 5p. Thus, given MISs,
the additional sensors found using greedy set cover method is
within log p of the smallest number of sensors needed to make
this MISs set withp-self-projection property.

If we only consider the centralized algorithm for minimum
1-self-protection problem, we can produce a better solution by
using the PTAS (polynomial time approximation scheme) for
MIS. For example, we can use the PTAS proposed by [24]
to approximate the maximum independent set when sensing
radius are the same in network. Notice that the PTAS runs in
time polynomial ofn and can achieve1+ε approximation for
any additional parameterε > 0 for MIS. Thus, it implies a
2(1 + ε) solution for the minimum1-self-protection problem.

B. Implementation Issues

After the generation of the set of active nodes to achieve
p-self-protection, dynamic maintenance of this set via updates
or rotations of active/non-active roles is also an important
issue during the implementation in sensor networks, since each
sensor node has limited power and resources.

To balance the energy consumption, one simple method is
generating certain number ofp-self-protection sets and rotating
the active set among these sets. Notice that our proposed



methods generate uniquep-self-protection setM , however by
changing the criteria of selecting the MIS we still can get
several different setsM . For example, in centralized methods
we can use different ranking. In localized methods, we can
use criteria other than ID to select MIS nodes, such as node
degree or remaining energy. Assume that, we can generatek
setsM i (i ∈ [1, k]) each of which can guarantee thep-self-
protection of the network. Then how to schedule the rotations
of thesek sets to maximize the life time of the sensor network
is also an interesting problem. Assume that setM i will be
activated forti seconds and each sensorvj (j ∈ [1, n]) has
limited energy can support it active for at mostTj seconds.
Let f(i, j) indicates whether sensorvj ∈ M i, f(i, j) = 1 if
vj ∈ M i, otherwisef(i, j) = 0. Thus, the maximum life-
time scheduling is equivalent to solve the linear programming
max

∑k
i=1 ti with constrains

∑k
i=1 ti · f(i, j) ≤ Tj for all

vj ∈ V . The solution ofti (i ∈ [1, k]) is the size of active
time lot of eachp-self-protection setM i.

Another technique to balancing the energy consumption
is considering the energy as thepriority criterion for the
selection of MIS and performing our algorithm periodically
with a pre-set time. In other words, we let the node with most
energy remaining have higher priority to become MIS (i.e. to
be active) since the active nodes will consume more energy
than those non-active nodes. After certain time, the network
rerun our algorithms to select a new active set based on the cur-
rent energy information. The update processing is performed
periodically. This way insures the energy balance throughout
the network. Energy-based clustering methods have also been
studied in [25]–[27] where they consider the remaining energy
or energy consumption rate as the criterion. In [27], Wanget
al. studied how to efficiently construct MIS and MCDS for
weighted sensor networks.

VII. SIMULATIONS

In this section, we conduct extensive simulations on ran-
dom networks to study the performances of our proposed
algorithms. In our experiments, we randomly generated a
set V of n wireless sensors and the induced sensing graph
G(V ), then tested the connectivity and the minimum degree
of G(V ). If it is connected and the minimum degree is larger
or equal to the desired self protection levelp, we construct
our proposed distributed algorithm (in Section III) onG(V )
to select the active sensor sets supportingp-self protection
and measure the total number of active sensors in these sets.
Then, we apply our algorithm in Section IV to construct the
connected backbone among all active sensors and providep-
self protection. Figure 3 shows two sets of examples (n = 100
and 300, p = 1 and 2) of the active sets and the backbones
generated by our proposed algorithms.

In the experimental results presented here,n wireless sen-
sors are randomly distributed in a500m × 500m square, and
the sensing range and transmission range are all set to100m.
We tested all algorithms by varyingn from 100 to 500, where
50 vertex sets are generated for each case to smooth the
possible peak effects. The average are computed over all these

50 vertex sets. Notice, the parameter setting of our experiments
here is just for demonstrations. We have tried other various
settings, the results and performances are stable, due to space
limit, we can not present all of them here.

A. Self Protection

First, we apply Algorithm 2 to providep-self protection to
the sensor networks generated randomly. We setp = 1, 2 and
3. The results are plotted in Figure 4. Figure 4(a) shows the
average number of active sensors generated by Algorithm 2. It
is clear that higher self-protection levelp requires more active
sensors. This is also illustrated in Figure 3 ((b) and (c), (g) and
(h)). However, for certain levelp, the number of active sensors
increases very slightly and slowly when the number of sensors
increases. For example, for the network with500 sensors, only
30 of them need to be activated to achieve1-self-protection
which is similar for the network with100 sensors. Figures 4(b)
and 4(c) show the number of messages used by Algorithm 2.
Notice that even the number of total messages used increases
with the number of sensors, the number of messages per sensor
keeps almost stable at the same low level. This confirms our
message complexity analysis resultO(n) in Section III-B.

B. Self Protection with Connectivity

In Section IV, we studied how to select the active sensors
such that the network isp-self protection and all active
sensors form a connected backbone. Figures 3(d), 3(e), 3(i)
and 3(j) illustrate the active sensors and the formed backbone.
We implement and test two methods to do so. The first
method (method 1) first builds a connected dominating set (by
selecting a MISM1 and finding connectors to connect3-hop
away sensors inM1), then selectsp − 1 rounds of MIS (Mi,
i ∈ [2, p]), and activates one neighbor for MIS sensors with
less thanp protectors. The second method (method 2) first runs
Algorithm 2 to achievep-self-protection, then finds connectors
to connect3-hop away MIS sensors who are not connected
by other MIS sensors yet. Figure 5 shows the numbers of
active sensors for both1-self protection with connectivity
and2-self protection with connectivity. Notice that to achieve
connectivity we need keep more sensor active. Method 2
outperforms method 1 by activating less sensors. The reason is
that many MIS sensors inM1 are already connected by MIS
sensors in later rounds since method 2 find the connectors
after p-rounds of MIS. It is also clear in Figure 5 that2-
self-protection need more active sensors than1-self-protection.
Finally, the size of the backbone increases slightly when the
network becomes denser.

VIII. R ELATED WORK

Wireless sensor network has drawn a lot of attention re-
cently due to its unique capability and the wide spectrum.
Many research activities on sensor networks are focused on
how to balance the quality of protection [4]–[7] (coverage)
or fault-tolerance [8]–[10] or both [11]–[14] with energy
consumption of the sensors.

Sensor coverage is a key design issue in many sensor
network applications. Cardei and Wu [15] provided a complete
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Fig. 3. Active sets generated by our self-protection algorithms for sensing graphG1 with 100 sensors and sensing graphG2 with 300 sensors. Here, black
squares are active nodes and gray dots are non-active nodes. Black links in (d)(e)(i)(j) are links in the backbone keeping the active sensors connected.
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Fig. 4. Results forp-self-protection (p = 1, 2, 3) when number of sensors increases from100 to 500.

survey on sensor coverage problem. The most studied cover-
age problem is the area coverage problem, where the main
objective of the sensor network is to cover (monitor) an area,
i.e., every point in the area should be covered ork-covered by
sensors. Kumaret al. [6] studiedk-coverage problem in sensor
networks, and proposed a sleep/active schedule to minimize
energy consumption. In [7], they considered barrier coverage
where the sensors can be used as barriers. They defined the
concept ofk-barrier coverage (crossing a barrier of sensors
will always be detected by at leastk active sensors) and
provided efficient algorithms to determine whether a given
belt region isk-barrier covered or not. In [4], [5], the authors
defined the maximal breach path and the maximal support
path to measure the quality of coverage, and studied efficient
methods to solve coverage problem under such measurements.

Fault tolerance is another key challenge in sensor networks.
To make fault tolerance possible, network topology must have
k-connectivity or multiple paths between any two wireless
devices. [8], [28] studied how to set the transmission ra-

dius to achieve thek-connectivity with certain probability
for a random network, while [9], [29] studied how to find
small transmission range for each node such that the resulted
communication graph isk-connected. [10] and [12] proposed
localized algorithms to buildk-connected topologies.

Until recently, coverage and connectivity problems have
been studied together in sensor networks. Xinget al. [14] de-
signed a integrated coverage configuration protocol to provide
both certain degrees of coverage and connectivity guarantees.
Zhang and Hou [11] proposed a decentralized density control
algorithm to maintain sensing coverage and connectivity in
high density sensor networks. Both [14] and [11] proved that
if the transmission range is at least twice the sensing range,
complete1-coverage of a convex area implies connectivity
among the working set of nodes. Recently, Baiet al. [13]
studies the optimal deployment pattern to achieve both1-
coverage of an area and2-connectivity of the sensors. Zhouet
al. [12] proposed a set of distributed algorithms to achieve both
k-connected andk-covered sensor network by using localized
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Fig. 5. Number of active sensors forp-self-protection with connectivity
(Upper:p = 1; Lower: p = 2) when number of sensors increases.

Voronoi graph and extended relative neighborhood graph.
Notice that thep-self-protection problem studied here and

in [1] is different with bothk-coverage andk-connectivity
problems. It focuses on providingp-protection to sensor nodes
themselves.

IX. CONCLUSION

A wireless sensor network isp-self-protected, if at any
moment, for any wireless sensor (active or non-active), there
are at leastp active sensors that can monitor it. Wanget al.
[1] proved that the problem finding minimum1-self-protection
is NP-complete, and gave a centralized method withO(log n)
approximation ratio. In this paper, we gave both centralized
and distributed methods that can find ap-self-protection set
whose size is within at most10 times of the optimum when
the sensing ranges of all sensors are uniform. When sensing
ranges are heterogeneous, we proved that our methods can
find ap-self-protection set with approximation ratioO(log2 γ)
whereγ is the ratio of the maximum sensing range over the
minimum sensing range in the network. We also presented
efficient methods that can achieve both self protection and
connectivity simultaneously.

A number of interesting and important questions that we did
not address here are left for future research. The first question
is to find a small set of sensors that itself isk-connected
backbone and providesp-self-protection. The second question
is when the current sensors cannot providep-self-protection,
how to add the smallest number of sensors such that the new
network providesp-self-protection. The third question is to
find a good approximation algorithm for scheduling the active

sensors such that the lifetime of the network is maximized
while the active sensors always providep-self-protection.
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